. The geometry of the Hermitian variety V N _ l in 2 PG(N,q ) was studied in some detail by R.C. Bose and by the author in [4] . In In [3] , R.C. Bose made a special study of the Hermitian variety V 2 with equation and derived a representation of PG (3, 3) in terms of external points, secant planes and self-conjugate tetrahedra with respect to the Hermitian variety. We shall assume the resuIts of the two papers [1] and [4] to which the reader may refer for detailed proofs.
In this paper, we derive the section of a non-degenerate Hermitian Then, the configuration of external points, tangent lines and secant lines with respect to a non-degenerate in Z PG(3,q ) is used to derive a family of two-class association schemes with parameters, v = q3(qZ+l)(q_l), 
We can therefore write contained in V N _ l were given in [4] . The same method of reasoning as in [4] , is used here to derive expressions for every
We quote, without proof, a lemma and a corollary to it, proved in [4] which we need here. If v is the number of vertices, parameters of the strongly regular graph G. Given a two-class association scheme defined on v objects, the graph we obtain by taking the objects as vertices and joining two vertices if the corresponding objects are first associates and leaving them unjoined if they are second associates, is a strongly regular graph and conversely [2] . Hence a strongly regular graph The number of first associates of a given point P is then,
and the number of second associates
Let P and Q be two external points on a tangent line i. Through P pass q tangent lines other than l and these are distinct from the q tangent lines passing through Q other than i. A tangent line through P meets a tangent line through Q exactly at one external point. Hence number of external points which are first associates to both P and Q is We quote here, without proof, some results proved in [4] as lemmas which we need to derive some new results. This is a partially balanced incomplete block design based on a twoclass association scheme defined in (5.14)
design:
For q=2, we get the The design (5.16) can be obtained from the famous Steiner configuration of 45 triangles formed by 27 straight lines contained in a general cubic surface. We quote from Jordan [7] : "Steiner a fait connai tre planes at these q3+l points will contain the same generator.
Hence these q3+l tangent planes regarded as blocks and q+l generators in each tangent plane as objects, provide us a parallel class of 3 v = (q +1) (q+l) objects in q3+l blocks or equivalently, a set of q3+l maximal cliques in the strongly regular graph.
